
Industrial park Sturovo
PLACE OF INDUSTRIAL PARK STUROVO

IN A NEW SILK ROAD INITIATIVE



New silk road initiative

 The initiative which is also

called One belt one road

was unveiled by Chinese 

paramount leader Xi Jinping 

in 2013 and its aim is to

improve transport 

infrastructure for the needs of 

business.
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Slovakia – to Western Europe



“

”

Boasting the highest per-capita car production in the world, 

Slovakia has become a magnet for export-oriented 

manufacturing industries such as automotive and electronics, 

and a hotspot for shared services centres (SSCs) and business 
process outsourcing centres (BPOs). As a transit hub on the 

New Silk Road, Slovakia is actively developing and upgrading 

its infrastructure to prepare for the expected increase in cargo 

traffic between Europe and Asia.

(source: http://economists-pick-research.hktdc.com)

Potential for Slovakia
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Railway station of the Sturovo town 4

is due to its location an important railway 

junction. Two railway lines pass through the 

territory of Sturovo. One of them, line 130 

forms part of the main route from the Czech 

Republic through Bratislava, Nove Zamky to 

Sturovo with a direct continuation to 

Budapest. This line is located on the European 

Corridor No. IV, which runs from Dresden (DB) 

via CD - Kuty - Bratislava - Sturovo (Rajka) to 

MÁV, CFR, BDZ, and CH to Istanbul (TCDD). 

This line is mainly used for east-west transit 

traffic.

(source: https://vovlaku.teraz.sk/zeleznicna-stanica-sturovo/)

(source:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PanEuropean_Corridor_IV#/media/File:P
an-European_corridor_4.svg)

paneurópsky koridor IV 



Who is

Industrial park Sturovo?

Industrial park Sturovo is a company which is 

principally engaged in:

 sale of free area for establishment of new 

production and storage units

 stable and high-quality provision of services in the 

area of electricity, gas and water distribution 

(technological and drinking)

 increasing utilization of logistical installations -

private port and rail
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area of Industrial park Sturovo



Logistics of industrial park

 Own railway siding
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The total length of the track in the area is 34.7 km.

shunting station with scale and brake

siding plan
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Railway system includes:

1. wagon handling yard, arrival rail , wagon 

handling station in the mill area; locomotive

weight;

2. transhipment track in port

3. operation building, garage for locomotive, 

company railway station and 3 bridges.

1.

3.

2.



 Private port of industrial park
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The Port of the Industrial park is located on 

the European Route for River Transport,

navigable channel no. VII Danube - Mohan 

- The Rhine, is in direct connection with the 

North Sea

To Rotterdam and with the Black Sea to the 

Constantine

Danube waterway

River Danube in Sturovo



The harbor is located on land with a total area of 3.65 hectares and is 

located on the left bank of the Danube in the range of 1760-1722.

Total usable length of the port is 200m, extension is possible up to 1km.

The port is connected to the railway network of the industrial park. 

This site includes: 

 Administrative/social building;

 Electrical transformer station;

 Port crane with capacity up to 10 tons, extendable;

 Remaining area: 2,7 ha.
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loading of coke in the port of industrial park

portal crane



Possibilities of development of 

multimodal transport in industrial park

 congested route through Poland promises potential for Slovakia

 great and unique location of the area

 proximity to the SK-HU border 

 proximity to Budapest and highway to 50km

 freight ferry

 use of existing rail corridors without the need to build additional 
infrastructure

 free area for building a container terminal - total 30 ha

 the possibility of further transport of goods to Western Europe on the 
waterway
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Free land and buildings in the area 11



Contact

Industrial park Sturovo

Tovarenska 1

943 03 Sturovo

Slovak republic

www.ppsturovo.sk

www.ppslogistic.sk

email: sekretariat@ppsturovo.sk
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http://www.ppsturovo.sk/

